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Piotrovsky, B.—The Scythians and Transcaucasia (Russian
text). TOSHM, III, pp. 71-90.	[1648
Refers to the conditions of the 8th century B.C., when the Scythians
made their appearence in Asia Minor. Their relation with the
Scythians in Transcaucasia, Northern Caucasus, and the steppes further
North is traced.
Poppe, N.—The Karasakpay Inscription of Timur (Russian
text). TOSHM, II, pp. 185-188.	[1649
Prawdin, Michael—The Mongol Empire : Its Rise and Legacy.
Translated by Eden and Cedar Paul. pp. 581, George
Allen & TTnwin, London, 1940.	[1650
" A vivid picture of the time when the Mongols were hut a coglome-
ration of nomadic clans, scattered over wide inhospitable areas, and
traced the stages through which, mainly by the genius of on3 person,
they were transformed into the most powerful nation that Asia had
yet seen* The history Jenghiz Khan, who worked this great miracle,
reads almost like a romance in the pages of this interesting volume,
and even the interminable stories of war, accompanied by rapine,
massacre and wholesale destruction, do not tire the reader or distract
his attention from the underlying unity of the theme	The subse-
quent history of the Mongols has been traced with equal skill and
ability and the outstanding personality of Tamerlane has been sketched
in bold outline ". R. C. Maziimdar, TMR. LXX> pp. 73-74-
Yakoobovsky, A.—Paykand Expedition of 1939 (Russian
text). T08HU, II, PP. 51-70.	[1651
Many interesting finds are reported, including more than 200 coins
of the Kushan, Sasanian, Soghdian, Samanid periods, and later,
interesting data were collected about the conditions of life in this
part of ancient Soghd ".	W. Ivanow, JBBRAS. Vol 17, p. 28.
	The Zarafshan Valley Expedition  of 1934   (Russian
text). TOSHM. II, pp. 113-164	[1652
The Zarafshan valley expedition of 1934 was undertaken for the
purpose of the survey of historical sites along the ancient wall, built
to protect the Bukhara oasis from the raids of the Nomads some time
before the 8th century A.D., and abandoned in the tenth century.
It defended the cultivated lands, and at different intervals had robots
inhabited spots, near different gates at which trade was carried on
with the nomads of the desert, as was also the case with the Chinese
wall The wall is known under the name of Kampir-duwal, i. e, ' the
wall of the old women'. As indicated by the archaeological remnants
found in the different strata, life continues in these places much after
$h$ standards of Sasanian times; poftesry, etc., show great affinities

